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Wildland Fire Metareview,
2007–2016
“We’ve made huge improvements in how we address firefighter safety. It has been painfully
slow, though. All things are doable over time; it’s just the speed of change that is difficult.
We will change over time, but do we want to wait 20 years and sustain the 20 firefighter
deaths per year and increasing public deaths?”
—Type 1 Incident Commander, Society Focus Group

A 10-year review of accidents and incidents within the
USDA Forest Service wildland fire system.

USDA Forest Service photo by Jace Jacobs.

Abstract
This document seeks to describe the wildland fire system and culture within which U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service employees operate. To do so, this review presents a
narrative of the Forest Service’s wildland fire system based on the opinions, experiences, and
perspectives of those who operate within it.
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Chapter 10. Mental Health and Suicide—A Call to Action
“Firefighters get burnout. You know, the emotional stress, PTSD, mental issues, substance
abuse, suicide… In my experience, there’s certain suicides…that feel like line of duty deaths
to me.”
—Risk Management Specialist, Fatalities and Injuries Focus Group
In 2012, the Forest Service addressed the suicide of an agency employee in the “Learning
from a Traumatic Event—Suicide” facilitated learning analysis. In 2014, the Quadrennial Fire
Review also referred to mental health and suicide within the wildland fire community. Yet
among the 341 learning products looked at for this metareview, not one spoke about suicide or
mental health. Despite this, the topic played an important part in focus group conversations.

Grassroots Efforts to Organizational Institutions
“The increased psychological toll on firefighters associated with lengthened fire seasons,
more severe fires, and limited available resources creates significant health and safety
challenges… According to experts consulted during this review, wildland firefighters often
lack the resources that their structural fire counterparts have when it comes to addressing
trauma-related stress reactions, such as depression, domestic abuse, workplace conduct
issues, suicides, and alcohol and drug abuse.”
—2014 Quadrennial Fire Review, USDA Forest Service, Fire & Aviation Management
and U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of Wildland Fire
In recent years, various grassroots efforts to develop mental fitness and resilience among
the workforce have been implemented and eventually institutionalized within the agency.
Courses like “Comprehensive Wellbeing and Resilience,” “Human Performance Optimization,”
“Stress First Aid,” “You Will Not Stand Alone,” and mindfulness webinars are just a few
examples of these now institutionalized grassroots efforts. In addition, the Forest Service’s
Work Environment and Performance Office (WEPO) hosts a website for the agency outlining
mental health support options available to employees. In the spring 2017 edition of “Two More
Chains,” authors took the problem head on by focusing on suicide and mental health. Fire and
Aviation Management’s July 2018 “Behavioral Health Advisory” continued the conversation
and provided links to resources for agency employees. Various tools are also available on the
National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) Mental Health Subcommittee (MHSC) website.
The MHSC, chartered in 2019, provides national leadership in wildland firefighter mental
health and wellness. MHSC’s publication, “A Preparedness Guide for Firefighters and Their
Families,” addresses this topic directly.
However, it became painfully clear during focus group discussions that many of these efforts
remain little known to those they are intended to help. Focus group participants felt that to be
truly effective, these efforts need to be supported, coordinated, reinforced, and made readily
available to the community they serve. Focus group participants also expressed a need for the
agency to explore further investments in mental health support including readily available
consultation with professionals in the field of mental health and suicide prevention who are
trained in trauma and PTSD.
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Continued Learning
To gain a better understanding of the impacts fighting wildland fires can have on
those tasked with putting them out, listen to the “One the Line” podcast episode
“Survey Says…,” In the podcast, Patty O’Brien, a clinical psychology doctoral student
and former long-time hotshot, discusses the results of her recent research efforts.
O’Brien surveyed 2,600 current and former wildland firefighters to learn more
about their demographics, employment, and clinical characteristics, as well as their
health behaviors, much of which is focused on mental health and suicide. In this
episode, O’Brien and her doctoral advisor, Dr. Duncan Campbell, discuss some of her
groundbreaking findings, and chart out a course for future steps.

Opportunity
Adding to the issue are the organizational systems which are supposed to help employees
during times of need, such as the Office of Workers’ Compensation (OWCP) or the Employee
Assistance Program (EAP). Participants expressed anger and disappointment towards some of
these programs and believe employee experiences with the programs may be contributing to
feelings of hopelessness, perceived burdensomeness, pain, and isolation.
When in a mental health crisis, an employee needs the process to be a relief rather than a
further burden. Yet, time and again, participants described navigating the OWCP process
as challenging even under the best of circumstances. There were many stories of employee
claims being denied over simple administrative mistakes; employees being flown off the
fireline for a medical emergency, only to receive a $25,000 bill for the helicopter flight which
they are expected to pay with a GS-5 salary; and stories of others still who simply used their
personal insurance because it was easier than trying to get OWCP to pay for it. While this
speaks much to the treatment of physical injuries, or the lack thereof, participants felt the
ability to garner mental health support through OWCP after traumatic events was nonexistent,
with many either not knowing the option was available or not knowing how to navigate the
process to request and get it approved.
“The Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs and the Department of Labor [system] is
broken, and people are committing suicide because they’re not getting [the treatment they
need].”
—Regional Safety Manager, Fatalities and Injuries Focus Group
Frustrated with the OWCP process and the lack of information or help on how to get access
to mental health professionals via the program, many employees turn to EAP for assistance.
Though participants said the process did work, more often than not, the assigned mental
health professional lacked the skill and training to adequately help employees who had
experienced a traumatic event. Being assigned a marriage counselor is a far cry from what is
needed for someone who may be suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This
leaves employees feeling frustrated with the inadequate support. Other participants spoke of
being unable to extend the benefits of EAP to their seasonal workforce who lose access to the
program once the season is over, a time when they generally need it the most. After 6 months
of camaraderie and near-constant companionship, being away from their crew can create
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feelings of loneliness and despair.
Extending access to EAP during the offseason was viewed as highly important
by participants and an action item
they felt the agency should be actively
pursuing.

“None of us end up being able to go
through difficult experiences in life
without vulnerability, without some sort of
unsettledness, without knowing and embracing
the unfolding, unpredictable unknown, which
is always right now. But when we go through
those experiences and they are difficult, we
earn the right to say something very powerful
to ourselves. Which is, ‘I can do difficult things.’
We have to earn those scars to say, ‘I can do
difficult things.’ There is no pathway through
that without vulnerability.”

While the context of each suicide is
unique, as an organization, we have
to ask how the stressors inherent to
the profession, exposure to traumatic
events, and system conditions might
add to the psychological burden our
employees carry. What can be done to
—Dr. Michael Gervais, “Finding
limit these impacts and build resilience
Mastery” episode 185
within the agency’s workforce? How
can efforts already institutionalized, as well as further grassroots efforts, be supported,
expanded, and globalized throughout the organization?

Culture is Changing
This evolution of being able to talk about suicide within the fire organization, considering that
even discussing or acknowledging suicide has been taboo for centuries, corresponds with a
larger change within American culture. As a nation, people are discussing these losses and
exploring how to address mental health in ways never seen before. The agency can’t continue
to ignore these events—those lost to suicide, and those we may be about to lose to suicide.
Most focus group participants agreed that as an organization, we need to talk about this. The
science of change says it will be uncomfortable and it will be difficult, but we have, we can,
and we will do difficult things; it is in the fire organization’s DNA.
“And then I’ve also been close to some fatalities, including a couple of suicides of people that
I knew. So, yeah, I’m looking to see that one day there can be a better work environment for
everybody.”
—Assistant Fire Management Officer, Communication and Work Environment Focus Group
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Learning Challenge
The article “Breaking Down the Walls that Isolate Us” is an example of the cultural change
currently being experienced in fire, in the agency, and as a nation. Gather your work group,
read the article, then discuss it using the questions below as a guide.

Content Warning
This revealing personal narrative from a wildland firefighter includes the topics of
addiction, overdosing, and suicide. If you’re feeling suicidal or know someone who is or who
you believe may be feeling suicidal, talk to somebody. Call the National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline at 988; the Trans Lifeline at 1–877–565–8860; or the Trevor Project at 1–866–488–
7386. Text “START” to the Crisis Text Line at 741–741. If you don’t like the phone, connect to
the Lifeline Crisis Chat at https://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/chat/.
Q What do you think? Discuss your impressions of this article. Are there themes in it that
resonate? Themes that don’t?
Q Have you seen “heroic feats of alcohol consumption” in your time with the agency?
Have you performed such feats yourself?
“I’ve never been shunned or belittled for getting help or taking medication. My supervisors,
without exception, have been there for me. My peers have opened their hearts to me. That
network helped me choose walking to the hospital under my own power.”
Q Imagine that Erik is one of your coworkers. In your workplace, would they receive the
support Erik shared in the above quote, or would their experience have been different?
How would you have responded to them?
Q Do you believe we need an anonymous reporting system? Why or why not?
“I believe we have accepted that some programs/modules will simply make their employees
miserable… The fact that this is known and accepted in the fire culture is absolutely ludicrous.”
Q What is your experience with situations like Erik’s? If you haven’t experienced such
situations, imagine for a moment you are in a program/module like that. What is it
like to be in an environment like that? What do you do about it? Think about how you
answered these questions. Do your actions change culture or sustain the culture that
exists in the agency?
Q Is this conversation hard for you? For anyone in your group? If so, you are not alone.
Consider how deep seated the “walls of shame and taboo” are. Without conscious
effort these walls will remain; that’s what walls do. So, as you move forward from this
challenge, should the fire organization be breaking down the walls or trying to protect
their foundations?
Tell us about your experience participating in this challenge at this team learning link!
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